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Since 2005 when I first began to judge the ethnographic poetry contest for
the Society for Humanistic Anthropology, there has been continued and
growing interest in pursuing alternative forms of data representation such
as ethnographic poetry in anthropology, education, and numerous related
social science fields. While Anthropology and Humanism has long featured
poetry as a form of ethnographic representation, other organizations, publi-
cations, and conferences have increased their substantial support for this
genre in recent years. Environments that welcome ethnographic poetry
include, to name a few: Anthropologica from the Canadian Anthropology
Society; the global Centre for Imaginative Ethnography; United States and
United Kingdom Arts-Based Research Special Interest Groups in Education
and Applied Linguistics; and the biennial International Symposium on
Poetic Inquiry.

In addition, social media platforms have exploded opportunities to
showcase ethnographic poetry. This Anthro Life (Gamwell and Collins
2017), modelled on the popular podcast This American Life, featured
poetry on their 2017 American Anthropological Association Panel and
recently began a creative “storyslamming” series modelled after the pop-
ular Poetry Slam movement. Gottlieb (2017, 2018) has featured several
poets on her creative anthropology blog, and Scher (2018), in the widely
viewed Sapiens journal from Wenner-Gren, featured connections between
Ursula Le Guin’s science fiction, poetry writing, and the theme of cultural
relativism discussed by her anthropologist father, Alfred Louis Kroeber.
Hagman and Sacco (2017) recently interviewed anthropologist Nomi
Stone online about the “kindred tools” provided by poetry and ethnogra-
phy. Stone indicates her poet identity opened key access for her ethno-
graphic request to study military training camps and says poetry is
“inextricable and cross-pollinating” to her academic explorations of the
“laughscream” (Stone 2018). Stone’s (In Press) second poetry book, Kill
Class, joins a number of other recent book-length ethnographic poetry col-
lections (see Cahnmann-Taylor 2016a; Faizullah 2014; Kusserow 2013;
Rosaldo 2013; Stone 2008), written by scholars who were trained to think,
research, and compose in the space between creative writing and the
social sciences.
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With this much growth, it is no surprise that in fall 2017 we received an
unprecedented number of submissions to the annual ethnographic poetry
contest: well over 200 pages of poetry submissions, with poets able to enter
up to three poems for blind review. The number as well as the quality of
the overall submission pool stood out as unusually high and, thus, so too
our selection of an unprecedented number of prize winners (four) and hon-
orable mentions (seven). In previous years, contest judges have included
scholars of great importance who have left legacies in humanistic anthropol-
ogy, including departed ethnographic poets such as Dell Hymes (1981, 1985,
2003) and Kent Maynard (Maynard and Cahnmann-Taylor 2010) as well as
the ever-influential antro-poeta, Renato Rosaldo (1989, 2013). Past judging
teams have also included poets who did not attend the anthropology meet-
ings or define their work as ethnographic such as Dorine Jennette (2010)
and international artist-scholars such as Kuo Zhang (2009, 2013). These con-
tributors in the past helped diversify the judging team, adding literary and
bilingual insight to submission review.

This year, the committee of judges for the first time consisted of three
ethnographic poets who regularly attend the American Anthropological
Association meetings and who firmly occupy ethno-poetic identities: Nomi
Stone (In Press; 2018; 2008), Ather Zia, founder of kashmirlit.org (2001, 2014),
and myself, Melisa (Misha) Cahnmann-Taylor (2010, 2011, 2014, 2016a).
Despite working in disparate sub-disciplines and field sites, the three of us
learned of one another’s work through the Society for Humanistic Anthro-
pology where we have shared poetic processes and representations in work-
shops and on committees and panels. When our judging team learned the
identities of the ethnographic poets selected for recognition in fall 2017, we
were pleasantly surprised to learn that so many of the winners have also
been firmly grounded as ethnographers and poets and regularly attend
anthropology and/or other social science meetings. What was once a small,
specialized group on the margins of either the literary or social science
fields has become an increasingly unified and committed group of
“scholartists” (Cahnmann-Taylor and Siegesmund 2017), whose practices are
neither just poetry nor social science scholarship, but both.

What Makes a Good Ethnographic Poem?

There is no way to define precisely this genre’s quality. An ever-moving
target, what is “good” is often what is fresh to those who are reviewing it—
poems that resound, in linguistic terms, in paradigmatic and syntagmatic
time (Schmitt and Meara 1997). That is, good ethnographic poems stand out
among other good poems written at the same time because of what appears
to be the vitality of their craft judged against other poems (paradigmatic).
Good ethnographic poems also stand out for their content over time (syntag-
matic), leading to poems that add to anthropological thinking and the mean-
ing making that has come before, during, and beyond the present moment.
Form and content mergers, timeliness and timelessness, these are some of
the qualities that stand out to me in all winning poems selected this year.
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However, for growth of ethnographic poetry to continue, we must move
beyond abstractions and identify specific elements of practice that distin-
guish a successful ethnographic poem. It is important to acknowledge
“success,” like “beauty,” is often in the eye of the beholder—poets who are
actively reading the journal to which they submit their work and/or the
poetry of those who are doing the reviews are more apt to identify connec-
tion in content and form. Successful ethnographic poets must learn the cus-
toms, habits, and rituals that take place differently in each genre. For
example, I know that when I see an ethnographic poem submitted in an
unusual font or centered on the page, this signals a writer who may be less
experienced with poetry conventions, which may also bias my reading of
the poem as amateur. When I read poems that are odes to mentor professors
quoting passages from their theoretical writing, this can signal to me a poet
not ready to depart from the triggering moment of loss or not experienced
enough in poetic craft to constrain what might otherwise be overly senti-
mental and personal verse. The personal is welcome when the tools and
techniques of poetic craft can shape human emotion into an aesthetic object
to be shared. The intentions of most ethnographic poetry writing is full of
noble feeling; rendering that feeling into a piece of art to be shared with a
wider readership requires an investment in regular reading to shape excel-
lent poetic practice.

Regardless of publication or prize success, ethnographic poets know the
process is far more important than end products. Creating a space to contain
the beauty and grief of witness, to reflect on the complex relationship
between self and human or organic other, to surprise oneself by the myster-
ies and discoveries of language—these are antidotes in what might other-
wise be a somewhat isolated academic research and writer life. What
follows are some of my findings after many years of making publication
and award decisions, themes that represent conversations over many years
with co-judges but in no way assumes others’ criteria. I describe some of
the qualities that I believe constitute goodness in this emerging genre as
observed in this selection of 2017 ethnographic poetry winners.

Translingualism and Exile: A Vital Ethnopoetic Home

One of the great pleasures of judging this ethnographic poetry contest
annually is the ability to travel with the writers to lived ethnographic
moments of risk, humility, and observation across the world, and acquire a
new sense of having been on the journey alongside them. In the brevity of a
few stanzas, these poets take readers into heartfelt descriptions of faraway
peoples and places, as if to arrive “home” with them in familiar emotional
terrain: breaking ice with Ferguson1 in the Sakha Republic of Russia, hold-
ing a calabash with Peretz in Trinidad and Tobago, or standing at the door-
way of an after-school program with Anthym.

The traveling work of successful ethnographic poetry is the work of pay-
ing attention to all points along the continua of experience and language.
Many of the winning poems that follow embrace what Canagarajah (2013)
referred to as “code-meshing,” that is, writing forms “in which multilinguals
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merge their diverse language resources with the dominant genre conven-
tions to construct hybrid texts for voice” (p. 40). It is no simple task to write
poetry that goes beyond the borders between individual languages toward
practices that embrace what Mukherjee (2011) referred to as “language
fusion” (p. 683), yet many writers, such as Romero and Gette, in this collec-
tion of winning poems write against divisions of many kinds from linguistic
to structural. Notice how Gette writes in the exiled genre of what many
refer to as flash fiction or prose poetry. Falak places the setting for her
translingual poetry in the liminal space of what Pratt (1991) might refer to
as the “contact zone,” where two interlocutors meet in exile, questioning,
falsifying, and insisting on Palestinian and Kashmir identities from whom
institutional, public recognition has been withheld. Ethnographic poetry rep-
resents an ideal medium for communicating the embodiment of fractured
social and linguistic identities. Many of the ethnographic poems in this col-
lection found ways to merge multiple codes, cultures, identities, and even
genres (notice how Peretz merges the textual and visual), contributing sen-
tience to theories of decolonization.

A Strong Sense of Planned Surprise and Moral Uncertainty

Poetry, like painting or dance, is a vehicle for creative expression, and
creative expression is an important part of the ethnographic experience.
While we must plan out our studies in advance for airplane ticket pur-
chases, consent forms, institutional review boards, theoretical frameworks,
and methodological discussions, in fieldwork we must also learn to expect
the unexpected. Ethnographers constantly adapt to surprises—such as a
mother in Cape Verde offering up her child to the researcher passing by in
Rego’s poem—and improvisationally navigate unexpected concerns. While
we cannot say we knew, or that we now know, how to respond to this type
of offering or to the fortune teller’s bold assertion in the last stanza of
Green’s poem, we do know that the sense of confianza (V�elez-Iba~nez 1996)
shared in these ethnographic poems allows readers to puzzle together a dia-
logue regarding these and other real uncertainties during translingual and
transcultural engagement. Successful ethnographic poems offer a playful,
nourishing way to practice swerves and changes on the fly as artists/
researchers/teachers (Irwin and de Cosson 2004) making our way into and
through unexpected mental, emotional, and linguistic territory.

Related to the unexpected, these poems demonstrate a strong sense of moral
imperative yet avoid heavy-handed moral certainty. While ethnographers may
all hold political and moral conviction, ethnographic poetry falls short of its goals
when verse lines are used primarily to deliver political messages. Climate
change, excessive class privilege, poverty, racism, colonialism, political oppres-
sion, public health—these are just some of the moral issues addressed in these
winning poems. But what makes these poems successful is the grounding of
these big ideas in unique and specific moments, rich with precise detail and lay-
ered with complexity. Falak’s shattered porcelain cup, Sisnett’s baobab tree,
Johnson’s gospel refrain—these poems work not because they tell readers how
to feel, but because their images and language help us feel for ourselves. When
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Ferguson writes about the “grandmother with her mouth of gilded teeth/glint-
ing like chapel domes in cavities,” in an instant she transfers the secular qualities
of an aged mouth to both the beauty and degradation of urban landscapes. The
symbolism and messages must surprise the writer in order for the poem to sur-
prise and delight the reader.

Compression and Obsession: Saying Only What Needs to Be Said

Poetry, unlike prose, requires less fidelity to another’s precise words and
ideas and more journeying to find what poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge
(1772–1834) described as the “best words in the best order.” Academic dis-
course, as it frequently dwells in dense, multisyllabic abstraction, is often the
antithesis of poetry, slicking the lyric down with theory like a crude oil spill,
an accident with devastating aesthetic consequences for the wild life of art.
“No ideas but in things,” is the famous dictum of U.S. poet W.C. Williams to
explain the power of images such as the “red wheel barrow” in his famous
poem, to ground abstraction in concrete particulars. The winning poems in this
year’s submissions all accomplish an essential selection of language, one that is
sometimes difficult for those trained first and foremost as academic writers
where we learn to “Say what you’re gonna say; say it; cite others who’ve said
it in abstract theoretical language; then remind readers what you said.” Rather
than overwriting in specialized theoretical jargon, or redundant reminders,
these poets include only the most resonant of sensory details, attending to fresh
choices in diction and rhythm; to line endings that earn double resonances; to
metaphors that one feels before one has to think too deeply about how they
work. The craft amplifies a feeling of ease and simplicity in many of these
poems that is realized because of an invisible and strong undercurrent of tech-
nique that avoids the density and abstraction of much academic prose.

When a poem “sounds prosaic” this does not refer to Gette’s use of the
prose poem form; rather, it means the poet has not wrestled deeply enough
with hard choices in language—what to leave in and what to take out. The
techniques vary from Anthym’s radical enjambments in short lines, to
Peretz’s verbo-visual focus on the textual materiality of the calabash, to
Gette’s long, unbroken lines. But all the free verse poems here exercise con-
scious deliberations of formal techniques that deliver compressed feeling.

One simple step I teach beginning social science poets is to switch passive
phrases around, for example, “A boy who was tawny and tall” would
become “A tall, tawny boy”; and reduce redundancies, for example “early
morning dawn”—why not just “dawn” or “early morning”? Learning how
to adjust grammar to save syllable counts does not just make a line shorter
but often moves the meaning forward without the weight of excess lan-
guage. This is the stuff from which poetry is made (as well as more engag-
ing academic prose). Say it, then revise and compress: How might you say
the same thing with fewer and more precise diction? Successful ethno-
graphic poems employ the fewest words for the most meaning.

However, while successful ethnographic poems compress meaning, they
also provide enough detail so that readers do not feel lost in mystery or with-
held from meaning. Many beginning poets believe poems are to be filled with
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abstractions or vague words to generalize experience or perception. This could
not be further from my impression of quality poetic expression, which is com-
posed of concrete particulars giving readers word pictures and filled with
what Ezra Pound called “luminous details” (Allaster 2014). The poems here
employ language to capture the precise color of the carp (Ferguson), the jas-
mine’s scent (Green), the repercussions of China’s “One Child” policy on
removed sisters and lonely brothers (Mei O’Malley), and how tears fill an
aged interlocutor’s eyes as he recounts a bilingual love story (Romero). Help
us to be there with you by shaping a word picture; this is part of what Clifford
and Marcus (1986) meant by “writing culture”. Look at how Falak brings us
into a student apartment in Germany or how Johnson’s “Women of God”
brings us to the experiences of African American cancer survivors.

Conclusions and Implications for 2018 and Beyond

Reflecting on previous ethnographic poetry contests that I worked on
between 2005–16, I am reminded of Stanford’s (2017) first place poems last
year, offering us the voices of Brazilian parteiras, or midwives, in which we
find the ethnographer-poet wrestling with when and how to translate, inter-
pret, and gift us the complexity of these women’s lives on the page. I also
think of one of Auslander’s (2016) winning poems, “Origins of the Medi-
terranean,” retelling origin myths and truths:

There must have been a bucket.
There must have been water in a bucket.
There must have been a girl carrying water in a bucket
so wide the countries floated inside it
like fresh eggs poaching in a pan.
The yolks became cities as they hardened.
. . .
All good creation stories
have physics at their heart—

Ethnographic poems such as these employ the craft of image, music, and meta-
phor, helping connect others to the subjects of our obsessions, and the people,
places, and objects we come to care for during fieldwork. They expand one’s
sense of language, beauty, and knowledge about the world. Their making and
recognition here will continue to influence the breadth and scope of their reach
and contribute to movements already well underway. Until recently, creative
writing ethnographers have found one another largely by accident. Some of my
own lucky accidents were: meeting Dell Hymes at an AAA “open mic” in 1999
(Cahnmann-Taylor 2011); signing up for a 2003 poetry workshop in California
and finding Renato Rosaldo’s nametag near mine on the table; and finding Kus-
serow’s (2002) book of poems at a poetry convention. Ethnographic poets today
can more easily find one another annually at the American Anthropological
Association meetings or through specialized conventions such as that led by
Pandian and McLean (2017) through the School for Advanced Research
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Seminar. As we meet, connect, and share our writing, we learn what good eth-
nographic poetry is and what it might become.

I predict such meetings between poet-ethnographers to become increasingly
frequent, perhaps through extended or specialized opportunities, retreats, ethno-
graphic poetry conferences, and maybe even degree-conferring programs where
“ethnographic poetry” will realize itself as a stand-alone genre. As more ethnog-
raphers turn to poetry, so too increasing numbers of poets and fiction writers will
turn toward ethnography because the theoretically grounded research that eth-
nographers are trained to do also inspires high-quality creative writing. Mergers
between creative writing and anthropology will bring about new and better ques-
tions regarding research protocol, ethics, and aesthetics that can improve writing
in many academic and creative writing fields. I envision more hybrid practices,
such as the powerful interviews with Bangladeshi female war survivors that Fai-
zullah (2014) rendered in verse form, as well as more creative spaces for sharing
our processes and work. For example, Minnesota poets and American Anthropo-
logical Association members together filled a room at a Minneapolis AAA
“special event” (Cahnmann-Taylor 2016b) where regional creative writers along-
side anthropologist-writer attendees shared poems and discussion, asking ques-
tions such as: “Where can I read more ethnographic poetry?” and “Where do I go
to study writing in this field?”

As greater numbers of anthropologists and creative writers join what
Mukherjee referred to as the “literature of new arrival” (2011:683), distinctions
between native/non-native, academic/creative and prose/poetry genres con-
tinue to blur, all of us searching for writing that sustains and nourishes multi-
ple disciplinary and historical inheritances. Working across languages and
cultures, it is no surprise that ethnographic poets make new centers from the
margins, bringing aesthetic attention to the many ways in which languages,
landscapes, and peoples are in constant change. The word “stanza” hails
from the Italian for “little room.” I expect that as we find ethnographic poetry
stanzas on more and more (web) pages, we will also fill more and more lit-
eral (and virtual) rooms with the best words in the best order to illuminate
best practices in anthropology and creative writing.

Note

Acknowledgements. The author acknowledges David Syring for his great assistance in
provoking and improving this article and expresses gratitude to the Society for
Humanistic Anthropology for hosting a forum to build stronger, more compelling
ethnographic writing across many genres.

1. Names of poets whose work appears in this issue of the journal (all winners of
this year’s prizes and honorable mentions) are in bold font to point readers to the
poems that follow.
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